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THE  
COSMO GUIDE 

TO BEING A
SOCIAL QUEEN

#AWKS-FREE ZONE

While we can’t save you from cringe-y life 
moments like tripping up in front of the 

entire office, we can help you speak 
 to anyone, completely awkward  

moment-free  ➺



The Total 
Stranger
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mall talk is like exercise. For the 
athletic yoga bunnies of the world, 
it’s a part of everyday life. Instinctive, 
easy, fun. But for the couch-lovers out 

there, working out is daunting, hard work and just 
not high on the agenda. The point is though, like 
exercise, small talk does get easier – and dare we 
say, even enjoyable – with training.

And aside from making daily awkward 
situations less painful (those 10 seconds of silence 
in the lift, anyone?) small talk can actually do you 
favours. Engaging in conversation with somebody 
helps them ‘humanise’ you, meaning they’re less 
likely to treat you unkindly. This creates a chain 
reaction of friendly behaviour, too. And studies 
show that small talking successfully makes people 
more inclined to trust and open up to you.

Conversation expert and author 
of Blamestorming: Why Conversations Go Wrong 
and How to Fix Them, Rob Kendall explains that 
it “tends to be more challenging for people who 
are introverted. For them, it needs to be a ‘learned 
skill’. The good news is that we can all develop 
strategies to make it easier and more enjoyable.” 
And he reminds us that “Big things can come 
from small talk. Remember that meeting your 
partner and your closest friends probably started 
with it.”

As if small talk isn’t awkward enough to the untrained tongue, 
throw in the fact that you’ve been wondering what this person 
looks like naked all week, and you’re in trouble. Aside from 
advising you to remember your table manners (don’t order 
spaghetti, seriously), here’s some more tips to make you a first 
date conversation pro. 

If you’re finding it difficult to naturally get the conversation 
flowing, Diane recommends staying on FORM – that is Family, 
Occupation, Recreation and Motivation. Ask light-hearted, 
opened ended questions (that can’t end in yes or no) surrounding 
these topics like ‘What’s your favourite thing about your work?’ 
People are experts on themselves, so these questions keep things 
moving, and make you look like a great conversationalist. Mark 
expands by noting that asking people to relive good experiences 
– ‘What is the best holiday you’ve ever been on?’ – is gold. 
“When people talk about pleasant experiences, they feel good, 
and therefore associate the time they’re spending with you as 
something that makes them feel good.” Winner!

But keep in mind, finding something clever to say isn’t 
always the goal. “It’s not about showing how witty you are. 
It’s simply about making a connection and finding common 
ground,” advises Rob.

S

The Party
We’re sure everyone can relate to the awkwardness 
of trying to make small talk at a party when not 
surrounded by your usual squad. And while literally 
sticking to the host’s side is probably a bad idea, 
Communication expert Mark Rhodes and author of 
How To Talk To Absolutely Anyone explains that sticking 
to them as a subject matter is not. “Whether social or 
business, the one thing you’ll have in common is the 
host. A classic ‘How do you know the host?’ is always 
brilliant because people have a story to tell, which helps 
you easily build a good rapport.” 

You could also rehearse an interesting anecdote to 
tell when confronted with this question. Rather than 
‘Oh we went to school together’, why not think of the 
first encounter you had with them? Or the funniest 
memory you have together? People will usually offer 
an anecdote in return, and voilà, the ice is broken. 
Research and prep too, by being up to date with what’s 
trending online, reading the local news (don’t bring 
up anything controversial, though!), sneak-peaking 
the guest list, and preparing interesting answers to 
predictable ‘what-do-you-do?’ type questions. 

To the introvert, (and most extroverts if we’re being 
honest), small talk with the stranger is totally alien. 
But by knowing the right openers, it can be done!  The 
essential thing that Mark stresses is that it’s much 
easier to talk to strangers immediately. “When you 
sit next to somebody in a coffee shop, they naturally 
glance up as you enter their space. This is your window 
for a simple ‘Hi’, which opens up dialog.” Anything 
later can seem unnatural, and you’d then have to 
rely on your environment – somebody spilling their 

coffee, for example – for another 
conversation prompt.

In any setting, Mark recommends 
using your environment as a 
conversation starter. It doesn’t seem 
rehearsed (even if it is), is common 
ground and isn’t threatening or 
invading. If you’re stuck, Diane says 
to think of the OCRA method: 
Observe –they’re reading the new 
Harper Lee novel. Comment – ‘I see 
you’re reading Go Set A Watchman.’ 
Reveal – ‘To Kill A Mockingbird was 
my favourite book in school.’ Ask – 
‘How is it?’

Start your mission of becoming 
a small talk pro by practising on 
shop assistants and baristas – they’re 
likely to be nice to you, after all! 
And before you know it, you’ll know 
everybody on the daily commute by 
first name and be at Jane from HR’s 
Friday brunch! ■

It sounds bizarre, but showing up early is advisable, as 
new arrivals will naturally gravitate towards you. If you 
do arrive late, talking your way into a group dynamic can 
definitely be daunting. Author of Small Talk, Big Results 
and communication coach Diane Windingland insists 
it can be as simple as just asking “May I join you?” In 
situations where lots of guests aren’t well acquainted, 
they’ll probably appreciate somebody else entering into the 
small talk equation.  But she stresses that it’s important to 
read body language. “If people are standing close together 
facing each other, that’s a “closed” conversation, most 
likely one in which an intrusion would not be welcome.”

SMALL TALK 
GOLDEN RULES
DO remember your body 

language. Be open, nod, and 
smile – where appropriate!

DON’T hijack the 
conversation. You may think 
you’re building rapport, but 
overtaking just seems rude
DO create opportunities for 

people to talk about 
themselves 

DON’T play with your phone! 
You’re undivided attention 

makes people feel confident 
talking to you.

DO reply to small talk 
questions honestly. 

Answering ‘How was your 
day?’ with real details 

instead of ‘fine’ moves the 
conversation forward 
DON’T be unprepared.  

Have a (polite!) exit strategy 
up your sleeve if it doesn’t 

go well

 THE GETAWAY 
No matter how sharp 
your small talk, you 

may run out of steam. 
To escape, say “I 

need…” then an excuse 
appropriate to the 

scenario. “I need to 
attack those dips” is good 

at a house party.

YOU WANT To impress 
your boss’s boss.
SERVE UP Something 
classic and classy.
EXAMPLE “I’ve been 
really busy working 
on this deal before 
my trip. Have you got 
any holiday plans?”

YOU WANT A hot new 
face to remember 
your name.
SERVE UP Something 
a little unexpected.
EXAMPLE “Hi. Settle 
an argument for me 
– which is the best 
ice-cream flavour?”

YOU WANT To be the 
life of the party.
SERVE UP Something 
a bit theatrical.
EXAMPLE “I sobbed 
watching [insert 
latest rom-com]. 
When did you guys 
last cry in public?”

THE FIRST COURSE
              SMALL TALK IS THE APPETISER TO THE RELATIONSHIP – 

TAILOR IT TO THE REACTION YOU WANT TO GET

The First Date
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